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I INTRODUCTION
1.1 PURPOSE
Due to increasing labor cost, hospitals are forced to reduce nursing staff for patient
monitoring. In some cases, patients can be monitored by nurses or doctors at home,
reducing hospital resources. For patients in rural communities, medical services may be
scarce and remote patient monitoring is an alternative.
Taking advantage of the equipment used in the “Remote Nursing” project, nurses can
watch patients’ status remotely. The equipment, which is installed in the patient’s ward or
home, can monitor them and their environment. This project demonstrates this using a
microcontroller system that interfaces to a video camera and temperature and humidity
sensors in the room. Also a servomotor is installed to control the position of the camera.
The microcontroller communicates wirelessly with a PC.
This project is focused on hardware rather than software. It is to test the video camera
and sensors being used over the microcontroller through the wireless module. The
sensors are controlled by drivers and graphical interfaces that come with the hardware or
are freely available online.
Initially, an Arduino microcontroller with Bluetooth wireless communication module was
chosen to be the remote sensor platform. However, for the reason of the low bit rate of
the Bluetooth module, and low speed of the Arduino’s processor, the performance of the
video stream is not good enough for this project. In this case, the project was updated to
use the Raspberry pi and the Wi-Fi module for the video stream. The Raspberry pi has a
special video chip – the VideoCore IV GPU (Graphics Processor Unit) [1] for the video,
so the Raspberry pi is the best choice for the video stream.
Because the microcontroller platform may be used in different situations, including
battery-powered, the project included power consumption and the wireless operating
range measurements.
Furthermore, some other off-the-shelf medical instruments that can work over USB can
also be added in the future in order to make the system work more functionally.
1.2 HARDWARE OVERVIEW
The key parts of this project are the microcontrollers and the wireless modules. The
microcontrollers are an Arduino which is used to control the sensors and servomotor, and
a Raspberry Pi to stream the video. The wireless modules for building communication
with microcontrollers and PCs are a Wi-Fi module and a Bluetooth module. Two
microcontroller platforms were used since the original chosen sensors were designed to
interface to an Arduino but after discovering the poor video performance, a Raspberry Pi
and compatible camera were used to improve the video.
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1.2.1 Arduino
An Arduino is able to perform sensing and control functions more inexpensively than a
desktop computer. It's an open-source physical computing platform based on a simple
microcontroller board and a development environment for writing software for the board.
[2]
The Arduino version used for this project is the Arduino Mega 2560R3. [2] It is regarded
as one of most advanced board in the Arduino family. As shown in Appendix A.1, the
Arduino Mega 2560R3 is based on a 32-bit ARM core processor, the Atmel SAM3X8E
ARM Cortex-M3 MCU (Microcontroller Unit). It offers 54 digital input/output pins of
which 16 can be used as PWM (Pulse Width Modulation outputs), 84 MHz crystal
oscillator, two USB connection, a power jacket, 12 analog inputs, 4 UARTS (Universal
Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter) and two DAC (Digital Analog Convertor) outputs.
These can satisfy the requirement for this project. Last but not least, the power supply for
the Arduino DUE is 5V, which is the lowest in the Arduino family.
For the project of “Remote Nursing”, the main purpose of Arduino is data acquisition and
servomotor controller. It supplies an open-source platform that designers can program
easily by getting support on open-source libraries from the Internet community. The
language can be expanded through C language libraries, and people wanting to
understand the technical details can make the leap from Arduino to the AVR-C
programming language on which it's based. Similarly, you can add AVR-C code directly
into your Arduino programs if you want to. For this project, the C language is used for
programming.
1.2.2 Raspberry Pi
The Raspberry Pi is a low cost, credit card sized, open-source microcontroller. It is
developed by the Raspberry foundation in the UK. Due to the high speed processor in the
Raspberry, it can do some more complicated tasks. The Raspberry Pi model used for this
project is the Raspberry Pi Model B+ [3].
As shown in Appendix A.2, the Raspberry Pi is based on the Broadcom BCM2835
system on a chip (SoC), which is a powerful ARM1176JZF-S Cortex-A7 based quadcore processor that runs at 900MHz. The board also features a memory capacity of
1Gbyte, a VideoCore IV GPU, and was originally equipped with 512 megabytes of RAM
[3]. It has four USB ports that can connect to other modules such as the Wi-Fi module
more easily. It also has 40-pin 2.54 mm expansion header including 27 GPIO pins and
+3.3V, +5.0V, GND supply lines. The Raspberry does not have embedded storage but
provides a MicroSD card slot to expand the storage to 32 GB at maximum.
Because the Raspberry Pi has a higher speed processor than the Arduino, the Raspberry
Pi is used to stream the video remotely for this project. Thanks to the built-in VideoCore
IV GPU, which is a low-power multimedia processor, and a 15-pin MIPI Camera Serial
Interface (CSI-2), the Raspberry Pi can connect a video camera module and stream high
6

quality video. Because the Raspberry Pi has an embedded Linux-based system – the
Raspbian, the Linux commands can be used on Raspberry Pi directly. The commands can
be sent through a SSH (Secure Shell) or remote terminal). The diver for the Camera
module is V4L2 (Video for Linux). With that driver, generic Linux applications written
for cameras can be used [4].
1.2.3 Wi-Fi/802.11n Module
The Wi-Fi is a local area wireless computer networking technology that allows electronic
devices to network, mainly using 2.5 GHz or 5 GHz radio bands. Compared to other
standards for wireless communication such as the Bluetooth, it has a longer range and
higher bit rate. Also in theory, the bandwidth of 802.11n can be from 54 Mbps to
maximum 600Mbps [5]. The Wi-Fi module for this project is manufactured by Detroit
DIY Electronics.
The Wi-Fi module used for this project is a USB Wi-Fi module with a monopole antenna.
The frequency band of this Wi-Fi module is 2.5 GHz. The RF output power is from 13 to
17 dBm. It also has a small red LED to indicate the status of the connection. It can be
connected to the Raspberry Pi’ s USB port directly. In order to make the Wi-Fi module
work properly, the driver for the Wi-Fi module was preinstalled in the Raspbian OS.
1.2.4 Bluetooth 4.0
Bluetooth is a kind of short-range, low-power communication technology with highspeed data rate and widely used in audio and compressed video applications.
For this project, a HC-06-S module is used as a Slave module. It is a Bluetooth serial
interface module using BlueCore4-External chipset from Cambridge Silicon Radio. The
S stands for the slave, so this module supplies only the Slave mode operations, which
means it can be only used for getting commands from the computer. It helps to establish
the communication between the Arduino and computer. The operating frequency range of
this module is 2.4GHz to 2.48GHz. The data rate is 2.0Mbps, output power is from -4 to
6 dBm, sensitivity of it is -80dBm at 0.1% BER, and the operating voltage of it is 3.3V
[6]. Compared to other Bluetooth versions, it has larger bandwidth and low power cost in
its class.
A user can change the default setting of HC-06 module with the AT command via
onboard button or “MODE” pin. Once the button pressed or “MODE” pin set as high
voltage, two onboard LEDs would be turned on. The RED LED indicates link activity
status and the GREEN LED indicates the pairing status.
1.2.5 Video Camera Module
The video camera module for this project is the Raspberry Pi 5 MP (MegaPixel) Camera
module. This camera module is designed for the Raspberry Pi. This 5 MPcamera module
is capable of 1080p video and still images and connects directly to the CSI (Camera
7

Serial Interface) port of the Raspberry Pi. As shown in Appendix A3, the camera for this
module is the OV5674, a color 5-MP image provided by the OmniBSI technology. The
maximum resolution can reach 2592*1944 in theory. For the reason that it has the special
CSI port for the Raspberry Pi, it is the best choice for this project [7].
1.2.6 Temperature Sensor & Humidity Sensor
The DHT11 Analog Temperature & Humidity Sensor is used with the Arduino for this
project. This sensor board has a temperature sensor and a humidity sensor on it. The
temperature sensor can measure the temperature range from 0 oC to 50 oC with +/- 2 oC
accuracy, which includes the possible temperature range in a wardroom. The temperature
sensor outputs a voltage linearly proportional to the Centigrade temperature [8]. The I2C
digital humidity sensor is an accurate and intelligent device with an operating range that's
optimized from 20% to 80% RH in a typical accuracy of ±2%. Compared to other same
types sensor, it is lower cost and qualitied to this project. The DHT11 Temperature &
Humidity open-source library for the Arduino is shown in the Appendix A4.
1.2.7 Servomotor
The Hitec HS-311 servomotor is used with the Arduino for this project. It is low cost but
provides sufficient performance and reliability for this project [9]. Its working voltage is
ranges from 4.8V to 6.0V. And the motor’s speed is 0.19 second/ 60 degree in clockwise
direction. The HS-311 has three wires to be connected: the red wire is power, black wire
is ground and the yellow wire is connected to the digital signal pin of the Arduino. The
angular position of the HS-311 depends on the pulse width of the digital signal to the
yellow wire. The servomotor open-source library for the Arduino is shown in the
Appendix A5.
1.2.8 Computer
The computer for this project is the author’s personal computer, which is an Apple
Macbook Pro with operating system OS X Yosemite. The computer has an embedded
Bluetooth 4.0 module and an embedded Wi-Fi 802.11n module. The project can be
connected to any computer with the appropriate Bluetooth and Wi-Fi module.
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1.3 SOFTWARE OVERVIEW
1.3.1 Arduino 1.6.5
This open-source Arduino Software (IDE) helps designer write code and upload code to
the Arduino board directly. It also has a serial monitor working as an embedded terminal
that can send commands to the board. This software can be downloaded freely and run
under different operating system such as the Windows, the Mac OS X and the Linux. The
computer language for this project is the C language. In order to acquire the data from the
sensors and control the servomotor, the open source libraries for sensors and servomotor
should be downloaded from open-source website [10].
1.3.2 Raspbian OS
Raspbian OS is an embedded operating system for the Raspberry Pi which is based on
Debian, a Linux distribution [11]. Compared to the Arduino, the Raspberry Pi has a
higher speed processor and a larger RAM. In this case, the Raspberry Pi can be controlled
by the Linux commands rather than computer coding language by being installing this
embedded operating system. Also some special applications should be installed on the
Raspberry Pi directly such as the “VLC Linux version” [12] which is an application for
using the video camera.
1.3.3 Application for Video Stream
The application installed on computer to stream the video is the VLC media player which
is freely available from the VideoLAN organization. It is powerful enough to play the
video in many formats such as the AVI, the MPEG, the MKV, and so on. The video
format for this project is the H.264 AVC which can be played by the VLC. The VLC also
has a function that plays the remote video. In this case, the VLC is a good choice for this
project [13]. Through the VLC, the video can be decoded by the VideoCore IV GPU chip,
and sent to the Wi-Fi module. Then the Wi-Fi module sends the data to the computer.
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II SYSTEM MODELING AND BASIC DESIGN
2.1 BIT RATE CALCULATION
Note in Eq.1 below, in order to stream video, the wireless module’s bit rate has to be
higher than the required bit rate.
Because of the VideoCore IV GPU chip of the Raspberry Pi, the only limitation of the
project is the camera module OV5674.
!"#$%&"'()%*(!+*" = -.*+/(!"0./$*%.1( 2%3"/0 ×5./.&6"7*ℎ 9%*0 ×:&+;"(!+*"
-.*+/(!"0./$*%.1( 2%3"/0 = <%'*ℎ(2%3"/×="%>ℎ*(2%3"/

(1)
(2)

According to the Table 1 [7], the video format for this project is H.264 AVC which video
graphic array can be QVGA or VGA and the lowest resolution of the camera OV5674 is
320*240, and the default resolution is 640*480. The highest frame rate of the 320*240
resolution can be 120 fps. The frame rate is the number of video frames per second being
transmitted. The higher the frame rate, the higher bit rate is. On the contrary, lower frame
rate would cause the video jerky and blurry. According to the author’s testing, the lowest
frame rate that can be used in this project is 10 fps at the resolution is 320*240, and the
default frame rate of the Raspberry Pi is “24”.
In order to use the Remote Nurse properly, the project should use the color video, entry
from Table 2 [14]. In this project the lowest color depth should be 12-bit color. By using
Eq.1 and Eq.2.
The minimum uncompressed bit rate for this project
= 320(×(240(7%3"/0(×12(9%*0/7%3"/0(×(10

E&+;"
≈ 9.21I9%*/0
0

The default uncompressed bit rate for this project
= 640(×(480(7%3"/0(×12(9%*0/7%3"/0(×(24

LMNOP
Q

≈ 88.5I9%*/0

In this case, the minimum bit rate of the wireless module has to be larger than 9.21 Mbit/s.
Although in theory, the maximum bit rate of the Bluetooth 3.0 or Bluetooth 4.0 can reach
24 Mbit/s. That speed can be a little deceiving though, because the data is actually
transmitted over a Wi-Fi (802.11) connection. The embedded Bluetooth module is only
used to establish and manage a connection. And the Bluetooth devices are still limited to
a maximum of 3 Mbps [16]. In real time testing, the bit rate of the Bluetooth module is
not good enough to support the desired video stream. However, the 802.11n standard for
the Wi-Fi which is our home use Wi-Fi has the bit rate from 54 Mbit/s to 600 Mbit/s. For
this reason, using the Wi-Fi module is better choice for this project. And the project is
updated to use the Wi-Fi 802.11n module.
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However, in the future, in order to use lower bit rate for video stream, the video can be
compressed. The Raspberry Pi creates H.264 compressed video from the camera. The
H.264 video compression ratio is dependent on the frame-to-frame changes created by
motion. Low motion results in higher compression ratio than high motion. Since video
streams are not predictable, so exact calculation of compression ratio is not possible.
According to a research paper on the compressed H.264 video from the Adobe company
[14], depending on the video’s motion rank, the lowest compressed video of H.264’s bit
rate can as low as
= 320(×(240(7%3"/0(×(10(

E&+;"
(×( 1 (×(0.07 = 53.76T9%*/0
0

And for the compressed default video, the bit rate can as low as
= 640(×(480(7%3"/0(×(24(

E&+;"
(×( 1 (×(0.07 = 516T9%*/0
0

The factor 0.07 bits/(frame*pixel) was obtained experimentally. The factor (1) is the
motion rank. Motion rank can be 1, 2, or 4, where 1 is used for video with a small amount
of motion and 4 is used for video with a large amount of motion. The factor 1 is a good
choice for patient monitoring. The number of bits/pixel used in [15] is not specified but is
presumably 16 bits/pixel. This means the bit rate may be lower for compressed video.

Table 1. Resolution and Highest Frame Rate of the OV5674 Camera
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Table 2. The Color Depth
Color Depth

Numbers of Colors

Display

1-bit color

21= 2 colors

Monochrome, black and white

2-bit color

22= 4 colors

CGA, gray-scale

3-bit color

23= 8 colors

Early display, gray-scale

4-bit color

24= 16 colors

EGA, between color and gray-scale.

5-bit color

25= 32 colors

Original Amiga Chipset, between
color and gray-scale.

6-bit color

26= 64 colors

Original Amiga Chipset, between
color and gray-scale.

8-bit color

28= 256 colors

VGA at low resolution, between grayscale and color.

12-bit color

212= 4096 colors

HAM model, color
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2.2 PROJECT DESIGN
This project includes two parts: An Arduino based system and a Raspberry Pi based
system. These two microcontrollers have their own advantages toward each other. Taking
advantages of these two boards helps the project perform better. The Arduino board has a
real-time and analog capability while the Raspberry Pi does not have. It helps the
Arduino board be more flexible reading analog sensors. Also because the Arduino board
does not have embedded operating system, the board has faster reaction time to sensors
than the Raspberry Pi. However, the Raspberry Pi has a higher-speed processor, a larger
RAM and special port for the Camera, so it performs better with the Camera module.
2.2.1 Arduino-based Part
As the figure below, the Arduino-based part is to communicate with the computer by the
Bluetooth 4.0 module HC-06-S. As we measured before, this Bluetooth module can work
well with 10 meters. The signal sent between Bluetooth is digital. A lot of desktops or
laptops have built-in Bluetooth chips, so that the “Remote Nursing” Arduino Module can
communicate with computers directly.
The Bluetooth module has two modes of operation, one is normal audio link mode, and
the other is AT command mode. These two modes can be selected by setting high and
low voltage to PIN 11. For this project, the normal audio link mode should be used. Each
maser/slave can be paired in this mode as default after being powered up. After
connection established, data can be transmitted and received via UART interface with
each other.
Installed with DHT-11 Temperature and Humidity sensor, the Arduino can acquire
temperature and humidity data. After acquiring the analog data, the Arduino’s central
processor can transfer the analog signal to digital signal, and then send to the Bluetooth
shield. The Bluetooth module can send digital signal to computer. As input the word “M”
in the serial monitor of the Arduino 1.6.5, the screen can display the indoor temperature
and humidity.
With the help of the HS-311 servomotor, the position of the camera can be controlled
through computer remotely. The angular position of the servomotor is decided by the
pulse width of the digital control signal. As the digital sending to the servomotor in every
1000 µs pulse width, the angular position is 0 degree; as the digital sending to the
servomotor in every 1500 µs pulse width, the angular position is 90 degree; and as the
digital sending to the servomotor in every 2000 µs pulse width, the angular position is
180 degree. Similar to the sensor control, the computer sends the digital signal to the
Bluetooth module, and the Bluetooth module sends the digital signal to the Arduino. The
Arduino can control the angular position of the servomotor by the frequencies of the
digital signal.
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Figure 1. Arduino based System

2.2.2 Raspberry Pi-based Part
As the figure below, the wireless communication built between the Raspberry Pi and the
computer is based on the Wi-Fi module. In order to build the connection through the WiFi. Either the Raspberry Pi or the computer has to set itself as a virtual server and the
other as a client. Normally, the computer can set itself as a hotspot and the Raspberry can
connect to this hotspot. Once the communication is set-up, the computer can assign the
Raspberry Pi a virtual IP address. Opening a Hyper-terminal software such as the
putty.exe, inputting the Raspberry Pi’s IP address and passcode, the user can control the
Raspberry Pi remotely.
The main purpose of the Raspberry Pi is to stream the video. The OV5674 5MP camera
module can capture the video and send the signal to the processor of the Raspberry Pi.
And the Raspberry Pi can send the camera signal to the Wi-Fi module. The Wi-Fi module
can encode the signal into the digital signal and send the digital to the Computer. By
using the application such as the VLC, it can decode the digital signal back to the analog
signal and stream it on the computer screen. For this reason, the people can monitor the
wards remotely.

Figure 2. Raspberry Pi based System
14

III SYSTEM MEASUREMENT
3.1 POWER CONSUMING MEASUREMNT
3.1.1 Arduino-Based System Power Consumption
Table 3 below is the power consumption of the Arduino board.
The first row of the table shows the Arduino board power consumption without any other
sensors which is 276mW. The second row shows the power consumption of the Arduino
board with the Bluetooth connecting to the computer which is 427mW. In this case, the
Bluetooth module for the Arduino board power consumption is 427mW–
276mW=151mW.
The third row of table shows the power consumption of the Arduino board with the
Bluetooth module and the DHT11 Temperature & Humidity sensor work together. It
means the power consumption of the DHT11 Temperature & Humidity sensor is
518mW-427mW=91mW.
The forth row is the power consumption of the Arduino board with the Bluetooth module
and the HS-311 Servomotor work together. In this case, the power consumption of the
HS-311 Servomotor is 935mW-427mW=508mW.
The last row is the power consumption of the whole system working together. The total
consumption is approximately equal to column two + power consumption of the sensor +
power consumption of the servomotor.

Table 3. Arduino Board Power Consuming
Voltage
(V)
5.03
5.03
5.03
5.03
5.03

Arduino
Arduino+ Bluetooth
Arduino+Bluetooth+Sensors
Arduino+Bluetooth+Servomotor
Arduino+Bluetooth+Sensors+Servomotor
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Current
(mA)
55
85
103
186
205

Power
(mW)
276
427
518
935
1031

3.1.2 Raspberry Pi-Based System Power Consumption
Table 4 below is the power consumption of the Raspberry Pi-based system. The
Raspberry Pi camera has numerous settings that can influence bit rate. The designer
tested four here, first one is in low bit rate (9.21 Mbit/s, video resolution 320*240, frame
rate 10 fps), the second one is at bit rate 22.1Mbit/s (video resolution 320*240, frame rate
at 24 frames/s), the third one is at bit rate 36.9Mbit/s (video resolution 640*480, and
frame rate is 10 frames/s), and the last one is in default bit rate (88.5 Mbit/s, video
resolution 640*480, the frame rate 24 fps).
The first row shows the power consumption of the Raspberry Pi, Model B+ without any
other modules working. The power consumption of the Raspberry Pi is 971mW.
The second row shows the power consumption of the Raspberry Pi with the Wi-Fi
module working. But the Wi-Fi module does not send data to the computer. In this case,
the power consumption of the Wi-Fi module is 1369mW-971mW=398mW.
The third row shows the power consumption of the Raspberry Pi with the Wi-Fi module
and the Camera module work together in low bit rate (9.21Mbit/s). It shows the power
consumption with low bit rate is 1484mW-1369mW=115mW. The video delay at this
situation is 3s.
The forth row shows the power consumption of the Raspberry Pi with the Wi-Fi module
and the Camera module work together. The resolution of the video is 320*240, while the
frame rate is 24 frames/s, which means the bit rate of the Wi-Fi module can be
320*240*12*24 = 22.1 Mbit/s. It shows the power consumption with default bit rate is
1509mW-1369mW=140mW. The power consumption difference between this bit rates
and lowest bit rate is (140mW-115mW)/115mW*100%=21.7%. The video delay at this
situation is 2.5s.
The fifth row shows the power consumption as the video resolution is 640*480, while the
frame rate is 10 frames/s. It means the bit rate is 640*480*12*10= 36.9 Mbit/s. The
power consumption at this bit rate is 1524mW -1369mW =155mW. The power
consumption difference between this bit rates and lowest bit rate is (155mW115mW)/115mW*100%=34.8%. The video delay at this situation is 3.5s.
The last row shows the power consumption at default bit rate (The resolution is 640*480,
and frame rate is 24 frame/s). At this bit rate the power consumption is 1574mW 1369mW =205mW. The power consumption difference between lowest bit rates and
default bit rate is (205mW-115mW)/115mW*100%=78.2%. The video delay at this
situation is 2s.
Comparing row above, it turns out that as the bit rate changes, the power consumption
changes also. It shows that the higher bit rate results in much higher power consumption.
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Table 4. Raspberry Pi Board Power Consuming at different Bitrate
Resolution

Voltage
(V)

Current
(mA)

Power
(mW)

Raspberry Pi

4.98

195

971

Raspberry Pi+ Wi-Fi

4.98

275

1369

Raspberry Pi+ Wi-Fi
+ Camera Module
Raspberry Pi+ Wi-Fi
+ Camera Module
Raspberry Pi+ Wi-Fi
+ Camera Module
Raspberry Pi+ Wi-Fi
+ Camera Module

Frame
Rate

Delay(s)

320*240

10

4.98

298

1484

3

320*240

24

4.98

303

1509

2.5

640*480

10

4.98

306

1524

3.5

640*480

24

4.98

316

1574

2
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3.2 RANGE MEASUREMENT
In order to do a better range measurement, two antennas were used for the Wi-Fi module
measurement. One is the normal home use monopole antenna, and the other one is the
900-2600 MHz PCB Log Periodic antenna as shown in figure [17]. This antenna can help
the range extension due to its greater directivity compared to the monopole. The
measurement was taken twice: one is in a big empty open-space parking lot and the other
is measured through the wall.

Figure 3. PCB-LP Antenna

Table 5. The Bluetooth and Wi-Fi Range

OpenSpace

ThroughWall

Measurement
1
(m)

Measurement
2
(m)

Measurement
3
(m)

Average Value
(m)

Wi-Fi+
Monopole
Antenna

22.5

24

23

23.16

Wi-Fi+
PCB-LP Antenna

27

28

27.5

27.5

Bluetooth

7.9

8.2

8.0

8.03

19

20

19.5

19.5

23

24

23.5

23.5

5.6

6.5

6.0

6.03

Wi-Fi+
Monopole
Antenna
Wi-Fi+
PCB-LP Antenna
Bluetooth
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IV CONCLUSIONS
“Engineering is for others’ better lives” [18]. As an engineering student, we should have
mission to use our knowledge to help others. In this case, I come out the idea of the
“Remote Nursing”. This project is aiming to help the hospitals and the families to take
care of patients better.
The main purpose of this project is to test video and sensors used remotely over the
wireless module. It focuses on the integration of sensors on the microcontrollers and
manually poll remote sensor data from the host using application software from the
sensor developers. Automatic link multiplexing on the microcontroller was also omitted
as a requirement or part of the statement of work. One of the key aspects of the project is
to test which wireless module is appropriate for this type of application. So some testing
of video quality vs range is included. Real-time video are demanding applications for a
wireless sensor system so the project is focusing on testing the ability of which wireless
module to support this.
As the world enters the wireless age, the knowledge on RF electronics and
microcontroller is becoming more and more important. For this project, I used the
knowledge on RF electronics, microcontroller, and computer C language that I learnt
from both undergraduate and graduate studying.
During this project, the biggest issue for me is to figure out which wireless module can be
more suitable to this project. At the beginning, I tried to use the Bluetooth module to
stream the video remotely. However, because of Bluetooth’s low bit-rate, the
performance is not sufficient for this project. Because of this, the Wi-Fi module is
updated for video streaming. For the reason of the higher bit rate of the Wi-Fi module,
the high quality video remotely.
Picking the better module for the project is a very important thing that I learnt from this
project. Taking advantages of different modules such as the Arduino vs the Raspberry Pi,
the Bluetooth module vs the Wi-Fi module can help the project perform better. And the
users can get more benefits from the technology.
In order to get low power consumption, it is best to choose one processor. As Video
performance is a limiting factor, the Raspberry Pi is better choice. However, because the
Arduino board does not have an operating system, it has quicker reaction to sensor. On
the other hand, the power consumption can be a concern in some undeveloped regions. In
these regions, people can turn off the video stream on the Raspberry Pi and use partial
functions on the Arduino by batteries power supplying, when they meet power-cut. This
is the reason why two boards were chosen for this project.
In the next step for this project, the designer will focus on compressing the video and
figure out the how to decrease the bit rate of the video delivery to the lowest. In this case,
the project can be used on only one Arduino board, and people can use the whole
functions with lowest power consumption.
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On the other hand, the designer is intending to develop the software to integrate the
sensor communication in the link, so that the system can act as a wireless medical
platform. In this case, many other off-the-shelf medical devices which work over USB
such as the thermometer, blood pressure monitor and heart bit sensor can be added to this
system [19].
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A.2 Raspberry Pi Model B+ Datasheet
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A.4 DHT11 Temperature & Humidity Sensor Library Code
// FILE: dht22.cpp
// VERSION: 0.1.00
// PURPOSE: DHT22 Temperature & Humidity Sensor library for
Arduino
// DATASHEET:
// 0.1.0 by Rob Tillaart (01/04/2011)
// inspired by DHT11 library
#include "dht.h"
#define TIMEOUT 10000
int dht::read11(uint8_t pin)
{
// READ VALUES
int rv = read(pin);
if (rv != 0) return rv;
// CONVERT AND STORE
humidity
= bits[0];
temperature = bits[2];

// bit[1] == 0;
// bits[3] == 0;

// TEST CHECKSUM
uint8_t sum = bits[0] + bits[2]; // bits[1] && bits[3] both 0
if (bits[4] != sum) return -1;
return 0;
}
int dht::read22(uint8_t pin)
{
// READ VALUES
int rv = read(pin);
if (rv != 0) return rv;
// CONVERT AND STORE
humidity
= word(bits[0], bits[1]) * 0.1;
int sign = 1;
if (bits[2] & 0x80) // negative temperature
{
bits[2] = bits[2] & 0x7F;
sign = -1;
}
temperature = sign * word(bits[2], bits[3]) * 0.1;
// TEST CHECKSUM
uint8_t sum = bits[0] + bits[1] + bits[2] + bits[3];
if (bits[4] != sum) return -1;
return 0;
}
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int dht::read(uint8_t pin)
{
// INIT BUFFERVAR TO RECEIVE DATA
uint8_t cnt = 7;
uint8_t idx = 0;
// EMPTY BUFFER
for (int i=0; i< 5; i++) bits[i] = 0;
// REQUEST SAMPLE
pinMode(pin, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(pin, LOW);
delay(20);
digitalWrite(pin, HIGH);
delayMicroseconds(40);
pinMode(pin, INPUT);
// GET ACKNOWLEDGE or TIMEOUT
unsigned int loopCnt = TIMEOUT;
while(digitalRead(pin) == LOW)
if (loopCnt-- == 0) return -2;
loopCnt = TIMEOUT;
while(digitalRead(pin) == HIGH)
if (loopCnt-- == 0) return -2;
// READ THE OUTPUT - 40 BITS => 5 BYTES
for (int i=0; i<40; i++)
{
loopCnt = TIMEOUT;
while(digitalRead(pin) == LOW)
if (loopCnt-- == 0) return -2;
unsigned long t = micros();
loopCnt = TIMEOUT;
while(digitalRead(pin) == HIGH)
if (loopCnt-- == 0) return -2;
if ((micros() - t) > 40) bits[idx] |= (1 << cnt);
if (cnt == 0)
// next byte?
{
cnt = 7;
idx++;
}
else cnt--;
}
return 0;
}
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A.5 Servomotor Library
#include <Servo.h>
Servo *Servo::first;
#define NO_ANGLE (0xff)
Servo::Servo() :
pin(0),angle(NO_ANGLE),pulse0(0),min16(34),max16(150),next(0)
{}
void Servo::setMinimumPulse(uint16_t t)
{
min16 = t/16;
}
void Servo::setMaximumPulse(uint16_t t)
{
max16 = t/16;
}
uint8_t Servo::attach(int pinArg)
{
pin = pinArg;
angle = NO_ANGLE;
pulse0 = 0;
next = first;
first = this;
digitalWrite(pin,0);
pinMode(pin,OUTPUT);
return 1;
}
void Servo::detach()
{
for ( Servo **p = &first; *p != 0; p = &((*p)->next) ) {
if ( *p == this) {
*p = this->next;
this->next = 0;
return;
}
}
}
void Servo::write(int angleArg)
{
if ( angleArg < 0) angleArg = 0;
if ( angleArg > 180) angleArg = 180;
angle = angleArg;
pulse0 = (min16*16L*clockCyclesPerMicrosecond() + (max16min16)*(16L*clockCyclesPerMicrosecond())*angle/180L)/64L;
}
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uint8_t Servo::read()
{
return angle;
}
uint8_t Servo::attached()
{
for ( Servo *p = first; p != 0; p = p->next ) {
if ( p == this) return 1;
}
return 0;
}
void Servo::refresh()
{
uint8_t count = 0, i = 0;
uint16_t base = 0;
Servo *p;
static unsigned long lastRefresh = 0;
unsigned long m = millis();
// if we haven't wrapped millis, and 20ms have not passed,
then don't do anything
if ( m >= lastRefresh && m < lastRefresh + 20) return;
lastRefresh = m;
for ( p = first; p != 0; p = p->next ) if ( p->pulse0)
count++;
if ( count == 0) return;
// gather all the servos in an array
Servo *s[count];
for ( p = first; p != 0; p = p->next ) if ( p->pulse0) s[i++]
= p;
// bubblesort the servos by pulse time, ascending order
for(;;) {
uint8_t moved = 0;
for ( i = 1; i < count; i++) {
if ( s[i]->pulse0 < s[i-1]->pulse0) {
Servo *t = s[i];
s[i] = s[i-1];
s[i-1] = t;
moved = 1;
}
}
if ( !moved) break;
}
for ( i = 0; i < count; i++) digitalWrite( s[i]->pin, 1);
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uint8_t start = TCNT0;
uint8_t now = start;
uint8_t last = now;
// Now wait for each pin's time in turn..
for ( i = 0; i < count; i++) {
uint16_t go = start + s[i]->pulse0;
// loop until we reach or pass 'go' time
for (;;) {
now = TCNT0;
if ( now < last) base += 256;
last = now;
if ( base+now > go) {
digitalWrite( s[i]->pin,0);
break;
}
}
}
}
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